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INTRODUCTION 
A variety of mathematical models are available for the assessment of the 
status of a fishery. The more elaborate analytical models require 
statistics on a number of variables such as catch, effort, age, growth 
rate, mortality rate, etc .. It is always difficult to obtain reliable 
statistics on so many items. Fortunately, simpler assessment models 
exist requiring only catch and effort statistics. Thus catch and effort 
statistics constitute the minimum requirements for a simple assessment of 
a fishery. 
Catch statistics alone are not enough to describe the impact of a fishery 
on the exploited resources. To take an example, let us suppose that the 
catch from a fishery increases from 20,000 metric tons (t) in one year to 
40,000 t in the next year. Now this increase in catch may be either due 
to increase in fishing effort alone or may be entirely due to a simultaneous 
changes in both abundance and effort. Without fishing effort statistics, it 
will not be possible to explain which of the above situation is responsible 
for the increase in catch. There is still another possibility that the 
increase in catch may not be due to changes in fish abundance or fishing 
effort, but due to environmental changes making a larger portion of the 
resource available for fishing. This is an exceptional situation and may 
be detected as an aberrant based on other biological and oceanographical 
information. A good measure of fishing effort is directly related to the 
fishing mortality rate, an estimate of whichis needed in some of the more 
elaborate resource assessment models referred to earlier. Statistics of 
fishing effort are therefore crucial to fishery scientists making resource 
assessment. 
Catch-per-unit-effort is an index of abundance and level of exploitation of 
a fishery resource. In conjuntion with the estimated total yield from an 
exploited stock, it is used to determine the number of boats that the fish-
ery may be expected to support. catch-per-unit-effort is also used to in-
vestigate the availability of fish. Availability is a general term used to 
describe the degree to which a fi~h stock is vulnerable to capture, and may 
vary on a daily or seasonal basis. Catch and fishing effort statistics of 
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commercial or test fishing operations are important for enterprises or 
governments wanting to invests in fisheries. The fishing effort exerted 
represents the expense side of the operation, while the catch represents 
the income side of it. An owner of a fishing boat will want to know whether 
the value of the catch he takes will pay for the cost of running his boat 
and the capital invested in it. This calculation is equally necessary r~r 
the owner of.a large firm having many vessels, or for an individual fisher-
man intending to buy a canoe, an outboard motor, or a few gill ne~s. 
Lake Niassa fisheries are artisanal and are carried out by numerous fisheries 
boats using various types of gear and operating from numerous fish landing 
places scattered along the shoreline. In order to get information on the 
size and structure of the fisheries in Lake Niassa, a frame survey was con-
ducted in 1983. 
This paper provides the methodology to be applied for a catch assessment 
survey. The primary objective of the survey is to obtain reliable curr~nt 
estimates, for the Mozambican side of Lake Niassa, of the total quantity 
of fish harvested by the fishermen at the lake (in terms of live weight in 
ton). Secondary objectives include the species composition of the catch 
and the fishing effort involved in obtaining the catch. 
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Definitions: 
Before taking up discussions on the planning and organization of a statis-
tical survey for obtaining estimates of catch and effort, it will be useful 
to define the main concepts used in this paper: 
Catch 
Fishing effort 
Catch-per-unit-et·rort 
Primary sampling unit 
Landing place 
- Total weight of fish and fish products brought 
ashore, i.e., the actual weight of the quantity 
landed. 
Every activity directed to catch fish is regar-
ded as fishing effort. 
- The quantity of fish (catch) taken per unit of 
effort. 
At inland waters where fishing is taking place 
the population is concentrated in "fishing 
villages'', here called primary sampling units. 
- The place where the fishermen land their catch 
and keep their fishing equipment. For the pur-
pose of this paper landing place and primary 
sampling unit are considered under the same 
meaning. 
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the recorder must be present at the landing place, carrying his balance, 
the respective forms and the table of random numbers, every sampling day, 
before the arrival of the fishing boat8. Using the table of random num-
bers when necessary and following the instructions given to him, the 
recorder must make direct measurements of the catch landed from each 
selected fishing boat, by species, and collect information on the fishing 
effort applied. 
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PART II 
SAMPLING AND ASSESSMENT OF THE CATCH 
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STRATIFICATION PROCESS 
Fish landings in Lake Niassa take place all round the year at the landing 
places scattered along the shoreline. The catch-effort survey is, thus, 
a survey in both space and time and the sampling method to beadopted for 
a survey involves "sampling in space and time 11 • 
It has been stated before that in a catch-~ffort survey, the pri~ary sampling 
units are the fish landing places. Thus, sampling in space involves the 
selection of a sample of fish landing place from the population of fish 
landing places. It has been found from experience in other areas (Bazigos 
1973, Yamamoto 1973, Banerji 1974, Chakraborty 1976 and others) that a more 
precise estimate catch and effort is obtained if the survey area is first 
stratified into several geographical strata, each stratum containing a number 
of landing places and selection of landing places are made from each stratum . 
For an effective stratification of the shoreline, ecological characteristics 
were used (Bernacsek et al 1983) (appendix I). 
SAMPLING TECHNIQUE 
Selection process of the primary sampling units (PSUs). 
To select the primary sampling units (fishing village or landing place) 
within each stratum, the probability proportional size-systematic (PPS-S) 
method has been used. This method uses unequal probabilities and take into 
account the size of th~ landing place (LP) in terms of number of existing 
fishing boats (appendix II). For the purpose of this paper each primary 
sampling unit is assumed to contain one LP. Therefore the selected PSUs cor-
respond to the selected LPs. The selected LPs within a geographical stratum 
must be kept fixed. From the point of view of sampling theory, it is highly 
desirable to have rotation of sampled LPs, i.e., new LPs would be selected 
for each sampling period. B~t this may introduce many practical difficulties. 
If the LPs are selected afresh every month, the field enumerators will be in 
new unfamiliar environments every month and apart from personal inconvinience 
they may not readily get the needed cooperation of fishermen in collecting 
data. The cost of travelling may also increase. For these reasons, it was 
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decided to keep the selected LPs fixed. 
For selection of the PSUsiLPs the following formula was used: 
where 
hpi is the probability to select aLP i within the stratum h. 
hNi is the total number of existing fishing boats in a LP i within 
stratum h. 
= is the total number of existing fishing boats within 
the stratum h. 
Ex. for the first stratum the probability of selecting each unit is given 
1 p 1 
= 
1N1 I 1N = 9188 for the first LP 
1p2 
= 
1N2 I 1N = 30188 for the second LP 
1p8 
= 
1N8 I 1N = 10188 for the eighth LP 
Sampling within the selected PSUs 
by: 
The survey period iS selected systematically being the first day, selected 
randomly, used to set up the sampling frame within the sample fishing vil-
lages. Thus, three days selected systematically each month will be used to 
collect information about each specific gear used in each selected fishing 
village. It means that three days selected systematically will be used to 
enumerate all the active fishing boats using chilimila nets and ignoring the 
remaining fishing units. Another three days also selected systematically, 
will be used to collect information about all the fishing boats using beach 
seine and ignoring the remaining fishing units. Other three days selected 
systematically will be used to record the information of all active fishing 
boats using gill nets and ignoring the remaining fishing boats. 
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Finally another three days selected systematically will be used to record 
information about all the remaining fishing boats, i.e., to enumerate all 
the active fishing boats using any kind of fishing gear, except those poin-
ted out above. 
Two methods are going to be used to select the fishing boats to be sampled. 
1 - " Census method", if the total number of active fishing ooats are equal 
or less than half of the maximum existing fishing boats in the landing 
place, i.e., in this case the recorder must be instructed to sample all 
the boats landed, one by one. 
2- "Sampling method'', if the total number of active fishing boat are more 
than half of the maximum existing fishing boats in the landing place, 
i.e., in this case the recorder must be instructed to, using the table 
of random numbers, select 50% of the fishing boats out of the total 
fishing boats landed. 
Estimation procedure 
Definition of symbols: 
h 
i 
n 
N 
k 
D 
d 
L 
1 
j 
R 
y 
v 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
stratum 
landing place 
Number of selected LPs 
total number of existing LPs 
a given sampling day 
total number of active fishing days within the considered month 
total number of sampled days within the considered month 
total number of active fishing boats (landed boats) 
total number of sampled boats (from the total landed) 
a given sampled boat (in a given sample day) 
rainsing factor 
catch in weight 
variance 
= estimate value 
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As soon as the completed data forms arrive at the central office, the staff 
must check the content of each one, making corrections whenever necessary. 
Using the apropriate working sheets, the office must calculate: 
1 - Total catch from the sampled boat j in day k in the LP i within the 
stratum h 
2 - Total catch sampled in day k in the LP i within the stratum h 
= 
l 
b 
j =l 
where, 
1 is the number of sampled boats in day k in the LP i within the stratum h 
3 - Total estimated catch in day k in the LP i within the stratum h 
L 
= where, 
l 
L is the total number of fishing boats landed and l is the total number 
of fishing boats sampled 
4 - Total estimated catch in LP i within stratum h during d sampled days 
= 
d 
~ 
k=1 
where, 
d is the total number of sampled days in LP i within stratum h during 
the considered month 
5 - Monthy estimated catch in LP i within stratum h 
D 
= where, 
d 
D is the total number of active fishing days within the considered month 
and d is the total number of sampled days within the considered month 
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6 - Montlhy estimated catch within stratum h 
As the selection of the PSUs to be sampled was made using PPS-S method, 
the raising factor is given by: 
= where, 
hNi is the total number of existing fishing boats in the LP i within 
stratum h and 
hN is the total number of existing fishing boats within the stratum h 
Thus the montlhy total catch estimate within stratum h is given by: 
hn 
h~m 
= l: h~i(m)· where, 
hn 
i=1 
hpi 
n is the total number of sampled LPs within stratum h 
7 - The estimated variance of the estimate - ~ - is given by: 
c h~i(m) ) 2 ~=1 hpi 2 
" 
= 
hn ( ~ ) 
h m 
i=1 
where n is the total number of sampled LPs within each stratum h 
8 - The sampling error is given by: 
=\ r;:-;: v 'h-m' 
9 - The coefficient of variation of the estimate -h~m- is given by: 
SE ( ~ ) 
h m 
= 
100 
This coefficient gives the imediate judge of the estimate in terms of precision 
(see table below) 
PRECISION CVo/o 
HIGH 15 
ACCEPTABLE 1?-30 
LOW > 30 
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PART III 
FORMS TO BE USED FOR A CATCH ASSESSMENT SURVEY (APPENDIX III) 
1. Montlhy inventory characteristics 
2. Daily catch report (sub-sample data) 
3. Daily catch report 2 (sample data) 
4. Monthly catch record 
5. Estimation process (stratum sample total) 
6. Total monthly catch estimate by fishing method (by stratum) 
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HOW TO FILL THE FORMS 
Form 1. Monthly inventory characteristics 
a) indicate the stratum name. 
b) indicate the name of the fishing village-landing place and 
its serial number. 
c) indicate the month in capital letters and the year. 
d) by interviewing the head of the village or fishermen's 
representative, the recorder must insert the number on 
the form (operational boats only) . 
e) from the fishermen/owners collect the information about 
type and number of gear at the fishing village. 
f) this item must be completed at the end of the month. 
The recorder must record the total number of active fishing 
days within the foregoing month, in gear basis. 
g,h) at the end of the month the recorder must insert his name, 
date and get the supervisor approval. 
Form 2. Daily catch report 
compl~te the heading of the form by indicating the name of 
the fish LP/PSU, its serial number, the stratum name and the 
date (month and year). 
c) indicate the name of the owner or pilot (captain) and the 
type of gear used. 
d) at the end of the day insert the total number of boats 
landed by especific gear used. 
e) insert the date, day, month and year. 
f) indicate the name of the recorder. 
g) the recorder must insert the total catch landed by the 
selected fishing boat and the respective fishing effort 
applied. 
h) taking a subsample from the sample (total landed by the 
sampled boat) the recorder must weight the catch by 
species. 
Form 3. Daily catch report 2 
Part A 
a) indicate the stratum name. 
b) indicate the name of the fish LP 
c) insert the date, month and year. 
d) indicate the name of the recorder. 
e) indicate the kind of fishing gear used. 
f) transfer the figure obtained for form 2 (d) and insert 
in form 3. 
g) insert the number of fishing boats interviewed using specific 
fishing gear. 
Part B 
up to 6 fishing boatscan be recorded on one form 2. The list 
of species in local common name is vertically organized by 
family group. The species not presented in the list can be 
added up whenever they appear. 
Transfer the subsample data from form 2 to the column indicated 
by "y" in form 3. Then calculate the total landed (sampled) by 
species for each boat interviewed by using the formula, 
t. Yi y where, = l n 
l: yi 
z=1 
Y. is the total landed for each species, 
l 
yi is the total subsampled for each species, 
y is the total landed for each sampled boat. 
n 
l: Yi is the total subsampled for each sampled boat and, 
z=1 
z is the subsampled species. 
and insert the results in the column Y. Then, to calculate the 
the catch per unit of effort for each species just divide the 
total landed for each species (Y.) by the total fishing effort 
L 
applied. To calculate the sample totals by species just add up 
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all the total landed for each species for all the sampled boats. 
Multiplying the totals in the ''sample totalh column by the ratio 
L/l (R 1) we get the daily totals by species column. 
Form 4. Monthly catch record 
complete the heading of the form by indicating the name of the 
LP, the stratum name, month and year .. 
From form 3, for the same gear used, transfer the results (daily 
totals by species) on to form 4 under the appropriate gear column. 
Then, rainsing the sample data on a species basis to monthli totals 
by using the time raising factor (R) which is given by "D/d" 
the recorder must fill the monthly total column. 
Form 5. To calculate the total landings per stratum, multiply the stratum 
sample totals per fishing method by the value of the space raising 
factor ( R3 ) which is given by: 
= 
Form 6. Total monthly catches 
Transfering the total landed catch-stra~uw from form 5 and 
adding up vertically we get the monthly total by fishing method, 
and adding up horizontally we get the monthly total by stratum. 
The "overall monthly total" is the estimated monthly catch for 
the gear and strata combined. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Forms 1 and 2 must be completed directly by the recorder on the landing 
place during the sample day. Other forms must be filled, revised and 
analysed at the central office. 
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APPENDIX I 
AREA STRATIFICATION 
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Stratum Shoreline Serial Names of Number of Fixed stations of 
characteristics number fishing villages boats the exploratory 
fishing survey 
01 Chiundi 9 
02 Uiqui 30 Uiqui 
03 Ungui 12 
1. Nhiainbo Rocky O!j Liuche 9 
05 N'Gombe 9 
06 Unga 4 
07 Lumbaulo 5 Lumbaulo 
08 Manhai (khanami) 10 
Total 88 
09 N'Tumba 30 
10 N 'Gofi 150 
11 Chigoma lJ1 Chigoma 
2. Chigoma Sandy 12 Mataca 18 
13 Chilola 8 
14 Cobue 27 Cobue 
15 Pontamala 1j 
Total 278 
3. M'Bueca Rocky 16 M'Bueca 25 t1'Bueca 
17 Limbue 6 
Total 31 
18 N'Go 28 N'GO 
19 Chissanga 60 
20 Mondue 16 
21 Chicoa 0 
4. N'Go Sandy 22 Chia Norte/ 
centro 36 
23 Chia Sul 20 
24 Mbamba 52 
25 Messumba 13 
26 Xuanga 35 
Total 260 
27 Seli 13 
28 Metangula 15 Metangula 
29 Thungo 14 
30 Micuio 16 
5. Metangula Mixed 31 Malanga 12 
32 NkolongHe 13 NkolongHe 
33 N'Tchepa 11 
34 Meluluca 38 Meluluca 
35 Lussefa 48 
Total 180 
36 Ukungo 25 
37 Chinune 9 Chinune 
38 Timba 35 
6. Chilobelo Sandy 39 Chilobelo 75 Chilobelo 
40 MatumbHe 43 
Total 187 
7. Meponda Rocky 41 Me pond a 204 Meponda 
Total 204 
APPENDIX II 
SELECTION OF THE PRIMARY SAMPLING UNITS (PSUs) 
Serial Number of 
number boats (x) 
01 9 
02 30 
03 12 
04 9 
05 9 
06 4 
07 5 
08 10 
Total 88 
Serial Number of 
number boats (x) 
09 30 
10 150 
11 41 
12 18 
13 8 
14 27 
15 4 
Total 278 
STRATUM 
Probabi~ Cumulati~ 
lity of ve column 
selection of (x) 
9/88 9 
30/88 39 
12/88 51 
9/88 60 
9/88 69 
4/88 73 
5/88 78 
10/88 88 
Spacing interval = 44 
Starting point = 42 
STRATUM 2 
Probabi- ·cumilati-
lity of ve column 
selection of (x) 
30/278 30 
150/278 180 
41/278 221 
18/278 239 
8/278 247 
27/278 274 
4/278 278 
Spacing interval = 139 
Starting point = 073 
Allocated Selected 
number fishing village 
01-09 Random number 42 
10-39 First selected 
40-51 fishing village 
52-60 03. 
61-69 Random number 86 
70-73 Second selected 
74-78 fishing village 
79-88 07. 
Allocated Selected 
number fishing village 
001-030 Random number 
031-180 073. Selected 
181-221 fishing village 
222-239 10. 
240-247 Random number 
248-274 212. Second sel-
275-278 ected fishing 
village 11 
Serial Number of 
number boats (x) 
16 25 
17 5 
Total 31 
3et'ial Number of 
number boats (X) 
18 28 
19 60 
20 16 
21 0 
22 36 
23 20 
24 52 
25 13 
26 35 
Total 260 
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STRATUM 3 
Probabi- Cumulati-
lity of ve column 
selection of (x) 
25/31 25 
5/31 31 
Spacing interval = 31 
Starting point = 07 
STRATUM 4 
Probabi- Cumulati-
lity of ve column 
selection of (x) 
28/260 28 
60/260 88 
16/260 104 
0 104 
36/260 140 
20/260 160 
52/260 212 
13/260 225 
35/260 260 
Spacing interval = 130 
Starting point = 073 
Allocated Selected 
number fishing village 
01-25 Random number 
26-31 07. Selected 
fishing village 
16 
Allocated Selected 
number fishing village 
001-028 Random number 
029-088 073. First selec 
089-104 ted fishing vil-
-104 lage 19 
105-140 
141-160 Random number 
161-212 203 second selec 
213-225 ted fishing vil-
226-260 lage 24 
Serial Number of 
number boats (x) 
27 13 
28 15 
29 14 
30 16 
31 12 
32 13 
33 11 
34 38 
35 48 
Total 180 
Serial Number of 
number boats (x) 
36 25 
37 9 
38 35 
39 75 
40 43 
Total 187 
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STRATUM 5 
Probabi- Cumulati-
lity of ve column 
selection of (x) 
13/180 13 
15/180 28 
14/180 42 
16/180 58 
12/180 70 
13/180 83 
11/180 94 
38/180 132 
48/180 180 
Spacing intervals = 90 
Startint point = 12 
STRATUM 6 
Probabi Cumulati-
lity of ve column 
selection 
25/187 25 
9/187 34 
35/187 69 
75/187 144 
43/187 187 
Spacing interval = 94 
Starting point = 69 
Allocated Selected 
number fishing village 
001-013 Random number 12 
014-028 First selected 
029-042 fishing village 
043-058 27. 
059-070 
071-083 Random number 
084-094 102. second sel-
095-132 ected fishing 
133-180 village 34 
Allocated Selected 
number fishing village 
001-025 Random number 69 
026-034 first selected 
035-069 fishing village 
070-144 ·38 
145-187 Random number 
153. second sel-
ected fishing 
village 40 
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APPENDIX III 
LIST OF FORMS TO BE USED FOR A CATCH ASSESSMENT 
SURVEY IN LAKE NYASSA 
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FORM: 1 
MONTHLY INVENTORY CHARACTERISTICS 
a - Stratum 
----------------------------------------
b - Fish landing place Serial NQ 
-------------------------------
--------
c - Month Year 
-------------------------------------------
----------------
d - Number of boats at the fishing village 
---------------------------------
e - Type and number of gears at the fishing village ______________________ __ 
Type of gear 
Chilimila 
Beach seine 
Gill net 
Long line 
Hand line 
Traps 
Total 
f - Name of the recorder 
NQ of 
nets 
NQ of fishing 
days 
---------------------------------------------------
g - Date _________________________________ Supervisor _____________________ __ 
~ 75 ~ 
DAILY CATCH REPORT 
a - Stratum 
--------------------------------------
b- Fish landing place ----------------------------
c - Boat name 
d - Number of boats landed 
e - Date: Year Month 
--------------------
f - Name of the recorder 
Serial NQ 
Gear used 
Day 
Fishing effort 
FORM: 2 
Page 
------
g - Total catch landed ---------------------
-------
Chilimila net NQ of hauls 
Beach seine NQ of hauls 
Gill net metres of net set 
Long line NQ of hooks 
Hand line NQ of hours x NQ of fishermen 
Traps NQ of hours X NQ of traps 
h -
Species landed Subsampled data (y) 
Common name (Nyanja) Catch (kgs) 
Total subsampled 
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DAILY CATCH REPORT - 2 
a - Stratum 
-------------------------------------
b - Fish landing place 
--------------------------
FORM: 3 
PART: A 
c - Date: Year 
--------------------
Month ---------------- Day ________ __ 
d - Name of the recorder 
e - Gear used 
------------------------------------~---------------------
j - Number of boats xanded ------------------------------------------
g - Number of boats sampled 
R1 = Landing raising factor = 
L 
l 
(L) 
( l) 
h - Supervisor ----------------------------------------------------------
Species landed 
Common Nyanza 
Names y y Y/f y y Y/f 
Kampango 
Phanda 
$amwamoa 
Chimbumbu 
Nkunga 
Khalala 
Thamba 
Kuyo 
Nchila 
Ningui 
Mpassa 
Sanjica 
Usipa 
Mlamba 
N'Kwevo 
N'Komo 
Kabwili 
Namatulubwa 
N'Kwezula 
Sapua 
Funi 
·Golocolo 
Chambo 
Fwilili 
Nhunguchale 
Kakena 
Djinjelo 
Chisinga 
Mbalule 
Ukongola 
Binga 
Chidongo 
Total landing by 
fishing boat 
Total fishing 
effort 
DAILY LANDING PER FISHING UNIT (BOATS) (Kg) 
y y Y/f y y Y/f y y Y/f y y 
Sample totals 
Nil. of boats 
Type of boat 
Y/f y Y/f 
FORM: 3 
PART: B 
Daily totals by 
species (sample 
total x R1J 
y Y/f 
....:J 
....:J 
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MONTHLY CATCH RECORD 
FISH LANDING PLACE STRATUM 
FORM: 4 
PAGE: 
-------------------
MONTH YEAR 
----------------------
Landed catch per gear used (Kg) 
Species caught 1. Chilimila net 2. Beach seine 3· Gill net 
Sample Monthly Sample Monthly Sample Monthly 
data total data total data total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
Total fishing 
effort 
Total catch R2 R2 R2 
Time raising factor: R2 = D Where D = total active days in a month 
d 
Monthly total = (Sample total x R2) d = Sample fishing days 
Total 
1+2+i 
Monthly 
total 
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MONTHLY CATCH RECORD 
FISH LANDING PLACE 
-------------------------------------
MONTH 
STRATUM 
YEAR 
FORM: 4 
PAGE: 2 
-------------------
------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
Landed catch per gear used (Kg) 
Species caught 4tLong line 5.Hand line 6,Traps rz~~s 
Sample montly Sample Montly Sample Monthly Monthly 
date total data total data total total 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
Total fishing 
effort 
Total catch 
R2 R2 R2 
Monthly total 
catch 
FORM: 5 
ESTIMATION PROCESS 
STRATUM ------------------------------------ MONTH YEAR------------
Landed catch per gear used ( K g ) 
Selected Fishing Chilimila Beach Gill net Long line Hand line Traps Total 
Village net seine 
' : 
Stratum total 
(sample) 
Space raising 
factor R3 R3 R3 R3 R3 R3 
Total landed catch 
stratum 
Total landed catch = (Stratum total (sample) xR3) R3-- = 
hpi hNi/ hn 
' I 
-
00 
0 
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